
 

Zodiac and Color Therapy

  Client : Bharat Gandhi
  Address : Studio 15. S. V. Sovani path Girgaum.

  No of Bedroom : 4
  



About Astro Interiors

Each and every star sign and number has specific characteristics, it has its own meaning and has a unique influence which effects their
lifestyle, and forms ones character i.e. his likes and dislikes etc. This software analyses the influence of star signs, numbers and lucky colors
on the life of an individual and recommends some of the finer points of interior and Astro, based on the strength and weakness of a specific
person.

This software also considers Chromo therapy - an ancient science, once upon a time used in Egypt, China and India for healing an individual
with help of colors. It is believed that different colors help to stimulate different type of energies in a human being e.g. physical, mental
energies etc., some colors help to stimulate nerves, some help to sooth and heal organic disorders etc.

Recommendations in this report are given after considering combination of star signs and numerology of all family members.

Living room considers the Master’s and wife’s birth details before giving recommendations. Kitchen recommendations consider housewife’s
birth details. Master bedroom considers both husband and wife’s birth details. Parent bedroom recommendations are based on their
combination. Children bed room considers two kids birth details before giving recommendations, A kid having individual bed rooms get
recommendation based on their details.



 

Bedroom 1
  User 1 : Sharad Gandhi

  Date of Birth : 01-01-1980
  Zodiac Sign : Capricorn

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

Individuals of this sign are good organizers, and domesticity does not hold that much importance for them i.e. home may be
a second place to work so it is advisable for them to have simple furniture with low maintenance. They are also very
ambitious and cautious in money matters so their interior must be cost effective, like, they can use tiles in the flooring and
laminates on furniture instead of costly marble veneer etc. They like to work like signatory and are hard-working so their
office has to be very functional with minimum furniture and at the same time fulfilling their requirements. They like privacy
and are capable of deep concentration so it is best to have a secluded office where the movement in office would not disturb
them. Besides are this, they have love for culture and arts so they can use their walls to display their articles. The office of
this combo should be straight line decor, use of laminate, proper storage systems and plants in and around their office.



Bedroom 1
  User 1 : Sharad Gandhi

Yellow Cheerful sunny yellow is an attention getter. While it is considered an optimistic color, people lose their
tempers more often in yellow rooms, thou this is a lucky color for this number, it is advisable to use this color
thriftily, mixed with peace feeling color i.e. white, as anger is not advisable for people born with number one.
Also this color could be overpowering if overused. Yellow color helps in increasing concentration, hence it can
be used in the office and the directors/owners cabins especially on northeast wall as it would help in speeding
up metabolism.



 

Bedroom 1
  Color scheme recommendation for user 1 : Sharad Gandhi 

Living
Room

Off white, beige would be the best recommended colors for this room and to reduce the effect of excessive
hyperness have curtains and soft furnishings with touch on blue or green with background of browns.

Office
Cabin

As the lucky color for this number one is Yellow and as also the person is suppose to be creative, the
opposite wall faced while working in the cabin should be colored light Yellow or cream as this would help him
to be more creative and concentrate properly.



 

Bedroom 1
  User 1 : Sharad Gandhi

  Fengshui Recommendation for kua no : 4 & Element : Wood

 
Represents heaven and earth and male and female, this symbol helps the user to have harmonious relation in house and
office. Recommended to fix Ying Yang out side the main door on right.

A Symbol with eight sides which represent eight different aspect of life like health, wealth etc.. and a round convex mirror in
center helps to ward off negative energies entering the premises. Recommended to fix Pakua in living room opposite the
sofa set sitting.

This is very important symbol in Feng Shui as this object gives positive vibration leading to prosperity. Recommended to
keep prosperity statue on right side of the bed in master bedroom.

Most effective Gadget to neutralize the negative energies in the premises and stimulate positive energies. Recommended
to hang good quality brass wind chime on west window in summer and rainy season and on east window in winter season.



 

Bedroom 1
  User 2 : Geeta Gandhi

  Date of Birth : 07-08-1982
  Zodiac Sign : Leo

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

A sign of Royal ness so always have one's interior based on period style with slight use of carving and molding, people with
this combination normally like slightly dramatic interior with decorative curtains and use of costly material as they are very
forceful, generous and born showman. The living room of this people should be very well done up with latest gadgets. Star
sign Leo is so powerful that it super seeds the effect of number but still the above combination demands a very lavish
interior so it is advisable to use best and costliest material as this would make them feel good. This combo likes to entertain,
so good living room big cabin in office with period look furniture would suits them the best. Apart from entertain they also like
to have a personal space to relax so a comfortable rest room in the office and a huge bedroom with 4 post king size bed to
pamper their ego would be an ideal decor. The cabin of this combo person should be tastefully done up it should be big and
the furniture i.e. table should be at least huge and long. Use of silk in the cabin would be loved by him/her. In short, office
and home should reflect this person's power and glory. The furniture finish could be rose wood straight line furniture, cozy
sofa and chairs, big dinning table, silk curtains good amount of display area ( to display costly artifacts) would be the right
prescription.



Bedroom 1
  User 2 : Geeta Gandhi

White White symbolizes innocence and purity. White reflects light and is considered a summer color. White is
popular in decoration and in fashion because it is light, neutral, and goes with everything.

Yellow Cheerful sunny yellow is an attention getter. While it is considered an optimistic color, people lose their
tempers more often in yellow rooms, thou this is a lucky color for this number, it is advisable to use this color
thriftily, mixed with peace feeling color i.e. white, as anger is not advisable for people born with number one.
Also this color could be overpowering if overused. Yellow color helps in increasing concentration, hence it can
be used in the office and the directors/owners cabins especially on northeast wall as it would help in speeding
up metabolism.

Pink Pink is the most romantic color, is more tranquilizing. Pink also helps one to get motivated fast and to
increase the output, but also tires one very fast. This is a very delicate color in interior and only experts can
use this shade properly in the decor.

Blue The color of the vastness i.e. sky and the ocean, blue is one of the most popular colors. Peaceful, tranquil
blue causes the body to produce calming chemicals, it also symbolizes loyalty. People are more creative and
productive in blue rooms.



 

Bedroom 1
  Color scheme recommendation for user 2 : Geeta Gandhi 

Kitchen The best color would be white with touch of cream and brown tiles and the platform top should be neutral
black.

Office
Cabin

As the lucky color for this number one is White Yellow Green and as also the person is suppose to be
creative, the opposite wall faced while working in the cabin should be colored light Green or Pink as this
would help him to be more creative and concentrate properly.



 

Color scheme recommendation based on combination of : Sharad Gandhi And Geeta Gandhi

Bedroom
Style

Bedroom: Bed room should have lots of green with cream or beige color walls, curtains should be soft pastel
yellows and green and lots of white to give proper inspiration to this artistic Number. The bed covers could be
pastel shades of blues. Care should be taken that the colors are well matched without looking like a mix of
too many colors.

Lightning
Style

Lighting: The lighting in the premises should be more yellow and less of white tube lights. Dramatizing the
decor should be avoided but at the same time there should be a visible hint of royalty.

Soft
Furnishing
Style

Soft Furnishings: Bright green with browns and pink curtains and browns for sofas and chairs would be the
best colors for this number. Care is to be taken to make all sitting systems as cozy as possible with extra
softness.

Wall Style Wall and furniture finishes: As both these number people are highly creative and inventive by nature it is
advisable to make their surrounding peaceful and quite warm so use of natural colors as well as plants can
help to great extent.Furniture should be natural finish like light color veneers e.g. American pine, rubber
wood, white cedar, etc. Flooring should with natural material like marble or wood, wall finishes could be light
texture with white background and grains of yellow color.



 

Bedroom 1
  User 3 : Mahesh Gandh

  Date of Birth : 03-06-2020
  Zodiac Sign : Gemini

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

This is an ambitious and sensitive sign. They enjoy arts and culture of other Countries; they like interesting and varied work
and above all love to travel. Looking at these characteristics we can conclude, that they can have modern furniture with
latest home appliances, as they also love to make their family comfortable. They love to read and have a thirst for
knowledge so it is recommended for them to have a library cum study in their house as this will help them accomplish their
needs. They are very social and love entertaining relatives, friends and colleagues. They need people and lots of activity
and movement around them, which would make it suitable for them to have a huge living room with modern decoration.
Since they like change of surrounding regularly they can have lose furniture which they can rearrange or even change for
that matter once in a while. Office: They are active and industrious and like interesting work, so they have a separate
workstation in their cabin along with a discussion room. Their decor of the office should be very simple with lots of storage.



Bedroom 1
  User 3 : Mahesh Gandh

Pink Pink is the most romantic color, is more tranquilizing. Pink also helps one to get motivated fast and to
increase the output, but also tires one very fast. This is a very delicate color in interior and only experts can
use this shade properly in the decor.

Blue The color of the vastness i.e. sky and the ocean, blue is one of the most popular colors. Peaceful, tranquil
blue causes the body to produce calming chemicals, it also symbolizes loyalty. People are more creative and
productive in blue rooms.



 

Bedroom 2
  User 1 : Himmat Gandhi

  Date of Birth : 02-03-1961
  Zodiac Sign : Pisces

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

 This is a very sensitive sign, very methodical in approach; this sign does not like detailed work where too much
concentration is required. They are home loving people but at the same time they like neatness and enjoy and simple things
so it is suitable for them to have minimum straight line furniture as per their requirement.They are sometimes spiritual and
creative and are very much in to poetry and panting. They are social people who love to have friends home, so can have a
big living room with comfortable interiors. They like to have a place to relax, so they can have simple decor with minimum
furniture but it is advisable to provide him/her a quiet and peaceful home with a special easy chair to relax. This interior
should have exterior filled with greenery as this would enable them to explore their spiritual and creative aspirations.



Bedroom 2
  User 1 : Himmat Gandhi

White White symbolizes innocence and purity. White reflects light and is considered a summer color. White is
popular in decoration and in fashion because it is light, neutral, and goes with everything.

Green The most popular decorating color, green is a symbol of nature. It is the easiest color on the eye and can
improve vision. It is a calming, refreshing color. This color helps one to relax Hence can be used to relax
patients or tired person.



 

Bedroom 2
  User 2 : Smita Gandhi

  Date of Birth : 09-07-1965
  Zodiac Sign : Cancer

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

This is a very sensitive sign, very moody, so it is advisable to surround them with very artistic interiors where, emphasis
should be on craftsmanship rather than workmanship. This sign people like period furniture or interior concepts based on
matured styles e.g. Spanish, Greek, Roman, and Indian etc.As this sign people are more of intellectual worker rather then
hard worker a secluded corner could work miracle for them, so a small study over looking exterior greenery will help them to
be creative and spiritual. Cancer is home lovers, so the decor has to be very detailed and based on past periods otherwise
they would become uneasy in contemporary decor. Good music/sound system would be their liking. Wall should be used to
display their collection as they like to collect antiques or old things. Cancerian and his office - As they are day dreamers and
creative it is advisable to use plants around them or good paintings so as to help them lift up their spirits a good wood finish
table with a comfortable wooden chair will please them. Office and home can be finished in natural finish like wooden
furniture, marble flooring, floral designed soft furnishing and use of plants.



Bedroom 2
  User 2 : Smita Gandhi

Red Lucky color is red the most emotionally intense color. It is also the color of love. Since it is an extreme color,
In decorating, red is usually used as an accent. Decorators say that red furniture should be perfect since it will
attract attention.

Pink Pink is the most romantic color, is more tranquilizing. Pink also helps one to get motivated fast and to
increase the output, but also tires one very fast. This is a very delicate color in interior and only experts can
use this shade properly in the decor.



 

Color scheme recommendation based on combination of : Himmat Gandhi And Smita Gandhi

Bedroom
Style

Bedroom: Floral designed curtains of lighter shades of pinks and reds and rosewood furniture will suite this
combination. Period design bed with canopy will please this combination. On the whole the bedroom should
emit peace to give proper rest to the number 9 person from this combination. Avoid mahogany as far as
possible since it is too loud a color. Some greenery can be added for the sake of the number 2 person.



 

Bedroom 3
  User 1 : Harshad Gandh

  Date of Birth : 18-10-2000
  Zodiac Sign : Libra

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

This is a charming, companionable but often a moody personality. They have great artistic abilities. They have a very good
taste and the ability to select beautiful things. They are charming and the same reflects in their house. It will be most
suitable for them to have furniture with good craftsmanship as they are lovers of art and also they love to decorate. The
house furnishings, paintings, decorations and designs can be of high standards. The walls can be used to display their
collection of art.Also they are very social so they can have a lavish living and dining room, and the kitchen could also be big
with the best appliances. The work environment should be pleasant and quiet, so they can have a secluded cabin and the
exterior can be surrounded with greenery and the furniture can be of wood. They are not fond of ugly and dirty conditions so
their furniture can be more straight line and conventional, basically simple and at the same time meeting all the
requirements. The premises can be filled with lots of plants as this combination people like change and the growth of plants
can provide them with different looks every day. Office and home can be finished in natural finish like wooden furniture,
marble flooring, floral designed soft furnishing and use of plants. As charming and moody is the characteristic of this sign
and number combination will require a majestically done up interior with straight lines with least of moldings and carvings.



Bedroom 3
  User 1 : Harshad Gandh

Red Lucky color is red the most emotionally intense color. It is also the color of love. Since it is an extreme color,
In decorating, red is usually used as an accent. Decorators say that red furniture should be perfect since it will
attract attention.

Pink Pink is the most romantic color, is more tranquilizing. Pink also helps one to get motivated fast and to
increase the output, but also tires one very fast. This is a very delicate color in interior and only experts can
use this shade properly in the decor.



 

Bedroom 3
  User 2 : Arti Gandhi

  Date of Birth : 09-03-2001
  Zodiac Sign : Pisces

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

 This is a very sensitive sign, very methodical in approach; this sign does not like detailed work where too much
concentration is required. They are home loving people but at the same time they like neatness and enjoy and simple things
so it is suitable for them to have minimum straight line furniture as per their requirement.They are sometimes spiritual and
creative and are very much in to poetry and panting. They are social people who love to have friends home, so can have a
big living room with comfortable interiors. They like to have a place to relax, so they can have simple decor with minimum
furniture but it is advisable to provide him/her a quiet and peaceful home with a special easy chair to relax. This interior
should have exterior filled with greenery as this would enable them to explore their spiritual and creative aspirations.



Bedroom 3
  User 2 : Arti Gandhi

Red Lucky color is red the most emotionally intense color. It is also the color of love. Since it is an extreme color,
In decorating, red is usually used as an accent. Decorators say that red furniture should be perfect since it will
attract attention.

Pink Pink is the most romantic color, is more tranquilizing. Pink also helps one to get motivated fast and to
increase the output, but also tires one very fast. This is a very delicate color in interior and only experts can
use this shade properly in the decor.



 

Color scheme recommendation based on combination of : Harshad Gandh And Arti Gandhi

Bedroom
Style

Bedroom: A very aggressive number with high ambitions should always have a bedroom which emits peace
as rest becomes very important to them at the end of the day and if this number gets proper rest the next
days performance could be excellent so white color with a tint of pink should be the color of the bed room.
Furniture could be rosewood finish and not mahogany as this is too loud a color.



 

Bedroom 4
  User 1 : Hemant Shah

  Date of Birth : 20-11-2003
  Zodiac Sign : Scorpio

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

They are a strong personality, extremely sensitive, moody and showy. They can have a luxurious house. It is suitable for
them to have contempt nary furniture with excellent workmanship. This combination people like to spend lavishly on
furniture with value i.e. pure wood instead of ply, they normally like to buy showy furniture and would be the highest bidders
in any auction. The environment in the house has to be very peaceful and loving as it is closely linked to their success. As
they are very moody the decor has to be very balanced any unbalanced shapes around them will upset them fast. Pastel
color finish is what they like so use of vitrified tiles, granite, duco painted furniture and glass is advisable. Garden for them is
very easy to maintain as they are normally born with green thumb. As this is an earthly combination they like to enjoy the
present so it is advisable to design a decor which they can show of. They should have an exterior with greenery or probably
even a small garden. Scorpio combined with numerology of his number will be quite confident in his behavior and would
also be very commending as well as demanding so it would be advisable to decor the house in such a way so that his ego
gets properly satisfied.



Bedroom 4
  User 1 : Hemant Shah

White White symbolizes innocence and purity. White reflects light and is considered a summer color. White is
popular in decoration and in fashion because it is light, neutral, and goes with everything.

Green The most popular decorating color, green is a symbol of nature. It is the easiest color on the eye and can
improve vision. It is a calming, refreshing color. This color helps one to relax Hence can be used to relax
patients or tired person.



 

Bedroom 4
  User 2 : Himadri Shah

  Date of Birth : 27-12-2003
  Zodiac Sign : Capricorn

  Analysis & Interior Recommendation

Individuals of this sign are good organizers, and domesticity does not hold that much importance for them i.e. home may be
a second place to work so it is advisable for them to have simple furniture with low maintenance. They are also very
ambitious and cautious in money matters so their interior must be cost effective, like, they can use tiles in the flooring and
laminates on furniture instead of costly marble veneer etc. They like to work like signatory and are hard-working so their
office has to be very functional with minimum furniture and at the same time fulfilling their requirements. They like privacy
and are capable of deep concentration so it is best to have a secluded office where the movement in office would not disturb
them. Besides are this, they have love for culture and arts so they can use their walls to display their articles. The office of
this combo should be straight line decor, use of laminate, proper storage systems and plants in and around their office.



Bedroom 4
  User 2 : Himadri Shah

Red Lucky color is red the most emotionally intense color. It is also the color of love. Since it is an extreme color,
In decorating, red is usually used as an accent. Decorators say that red furniture should be perfect since it will
attract attention.

Pink Pink is the most romantic color, is more tranquilizing. Pink also helps one to get motivated fast and to
increase the output, but also tires one very fast. This is a very delicate color in interior and only experts can
use this shade properly in the decor.



 

Color scheme recommendation based on combination of : Hemant Shah And Himadri Shah

Bedroom
Style

Bedroom: Floral designed curtains of lighter shades of pinks and reds and rosewood furniture will suite this
combination. Period design bed with canopy will please this combination. On the whole the bedroom should
emit peace to give proper rest to the number 9 person from this combination. Avoid mahogany as far as
possible since it is too loud a color. Some greenery can be added for the sake of the number 2 person.



Pyramid therapy and it principle

Pyramids provide high energized environment to people and premises they help to reduce stress levels. Pyramids meditation is very relaxing
and energizing it also makes one meditation more effective i.e.in shorter period one gets feeling of total relaxation

Set of 9 Pyramids are recommended to ward off evil energies entering the premises so it is recommended to fix them above
the main entrance door of the house.

Yantra pyramids are counted as very auspicious, it is recommended to keep them is study room or Pooja room, this will help
one to concentrate more while studying or meditating.

Good quality Crystal pyramids attract more prosperity, it is advisable to keep them in Living room.



Basic recommendations as recommended by Vastuadvisor An android Application

A) Residence

Bedrooms

Master Bedroom should be in the most powerful zone of the premises.
Vastu recommends sleeping angle depending on the age and profession of the user.
Kids bedroom can be placed in positive solar zone and one should take utmost care their about sleeping angle
More importance should be given to rest for parent’s bedroom and their sleeping angle.
Guest bedroom should be placed in non-important Vastu location

Kitchen

Kitchen interior should be as per the laws of Vastu for good health for all family members.
Storage units should be used to block negative energies falling in the kitchen.
Sink can be in any location but drinking water pot should be kept in best Vastu location.
Gas / burner if located in weak location there could be health problems in the family.

Toilets

Actually there are no set of Vastu rules for toilets as when Vastu tenets were written there were no toilets in the house, people were
going outdoor to relive them shelf.
Toilets can be placed in location where they can block Negative energies entering the premises.
In today’s time due to good sanitation systems toilets are always clean and hygienic hence they can be placed in any corner of the
premises.



B) Office

Cabin should be south zone for better results.
Table direction should be north northeast or east depending on business one is in to.
Staff facing direction while working should be north, northeast or east depending on the work they are doing.
These are basic laws of Vastu if one wants detail Vastu reports of their premises with interior layout plans of any type of premises
Download from Google store ‘Vastuadvisor’ application.



Now avail the benefits of Vastushastra on “Vastuadvisor” android application & get fully computerized Vastu-Kundli (Vastu Report with
Recommendation) of your premises and tentative room plans

Do it yourself “Vastuadvisor” software is an android app wherein once the details of a house or an industrial or commercial unit are fed in; it
gives a report on the merits and demerits of the premises as per the tenets of Vastushastra. At the end of the report the percentage of
adherence after correction is given and the most interesting thing about the software is that it allocates weightage to different tenets. This is
followed by recommendations which try to counter balance the negative aspects of the premise with additional positive elements. There are
thousands of tentative plans in this software which comes with maximum accuracy. The uniqueness of the software is its neutrality, where
every effort has been made to be as objective as possible and the evaluation of every situation, as scientific as possible. The weightage factor
is truly unique, in that no situation is branded as 100 per cent good and 100 per cent bad. It recognizes the varying shades of benefits, albeit
however little a particular situation may have to offer. Therefore, this software almost guarantees an accurate assessment for each and every
evaluation. The recommendations are user friendly. They invite client participation with an enlightened approach to even the mundane and
routine domestic activity. This is the first time that anyone is offering such fully computerized services.
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